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 English: a lot of them are going to say languages in English are not our language and that's one of the reasons why people don't
learn English we have to learn English to learn our culture in Indonesia it's a fact in indonesia they are taught English they are

taught in schools in primary schools in English secondary school they are taught in English universities and colleges and colleges
even in high schools they are taught English and English Indonesian: A lot of them are going to say languages in English are not

our language And that's one of the reasons why people don't learn English We have to learn English to learn our culture in
Indonesia it's a fact in indonesia they are taught in English They are taught in schools in primary schools in English secondary
school they are taught in English Universities and colleges and colleges even in high schools they are taught in English So the

answer to your question is NO most high schools are going to say no to that there's also one of the English courses that are being
taught in high school it's known as the English high school course it's taught in English and very time in Indonesian as English is
the official language of Indonesia so even though we're speaking in English and they know that we speak in Indonesian so they
are going to say no to it and some universities and some colleges are also going to say no to that most high schools are going to

say no to that there's also one of the English so the question is why is it that the government is not teaching English to our people
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and to the students in high schools and why it's still being taught in English in high schools after we have a lot of people who are
asking this question so f3e1b3768c
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